Fellowship Program

• Established in 2002 - one fellow per year
  o We participate in the NRMP Match
• Based in an academic institution
• 7 Forensic Pathologists
  o 2 Neuropathologists
  o 1 Pediatric Pathologist
• Rotating medical students and pathology residents
• Forensic photographer
• In-house histology
• New autopsy facility opening in 2025
  o Idyllic, rural location
• We serve over 30 counties in western North Carolina
  o ~1400 autopsies/year
  o Great case diversity due to coverage of both rural and urban areas
• External toxicology and anthropology rotations
• Funding to attend and present research at annual NAME or AAFS meeting
• Opportunity to present at the Annual Western North Carolina Death Investigation Seminar
• Located in Winston-Salem, NC (mild winters!)
  o Low cost of living
  o Close to the mountains (~2-hour drive to Asheville)

Program Director: Anne Shepler, MD
(amsheple@wakehealth.edu)
Fellowship Coordinator: Miranda Chiang Brena
(mchiangb@wakehealth.edu)